Here’s a challenge

Stronger, better and faster,
and that’s just your profit margin

CHALLENGE COUPLINGS;
TYRE
HRC
JAW
CHAIN
NPX
RPX

Lock in to:
Secure source of supply • Superior service
Product quality and reliability • Manufacturers prices
Securing more than just your profits

technicalsupport@challengeproduction.com
www.challengegept.com
The benefits

**FFX Tyre Couplings**
- Accommodate simultaneous maximum misalignment in all planes
- Simple visual inspection
- Quick installation
- Allows driven shaft removal without disturbing the driver

**HRC Coupling**
- Industry standard coupling
- Fail safe operation
- Quick installation

**Jaw Coupling**
- Compact version of HRC
- Fail safe operation
- Quick installation

**Chain Coupling**
- High torque capacity
- Protective cover available
- Allows driven shaft removal without disturbing the driver

**NPx Coupling**
- Allows high levels of torsional flexibility
- Absorbs vibrations
- Dampens shock loads
- High speed capability
- The ideal motor coupling

**RPx Coupling**
- High torque capacity for size
- Compact design
- Low weight for reduced inertia
- Machined surfaces for extended life
- Absorbs shock loads
- Vibration dampening

Never a problem always a ...
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